Kydex-wal (Water-Proof)
Chukuri PRO @ KYDEX
An ultra modern bowie specially built for pros n extremists to satisfy their intense appetite and thirst (lust)..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 650 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 775 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1000 grams
FUNCTION: Attacking, Combat, Hunting, Lethal, Outdoor, Regular Work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 13th Mar 2015)
CATEGORY: Kydex-wal (Water-Proof)
BLADE FINISHING: Raw

KHHI announces the release of an ultra modern bowie called the “Chukuri PRO” that is specially built for pros and
extremists in the industry in order to satisfy their intense appetite and thirst (lust). It is the improved version of the
“Chukuri” series in which major focus is put on the handle to make it as easy and effective as possible since we all
know how essential holding (grip) becomes for maximum outcome and to deliver the best. The handle is ergonomically
designed having palm-friendly counters and corners and also with two palm swells that just melts in one’s hand in a
holding position. This specially crafted wooden handle provides a very comfortable and secured grip that makes
using/holding so much nicer and safer comparatively. Moreover, the long erected in-built guard at the top of the handle
works as a divider that always safeguards (restricts) the using hand within the handle section only and thus in the
process any kind of cut and injury is totally avoided. The extended tang at the bottom of the handle (pommel) built in
the form of a skull crusher is also avail for various pounding and stabbing activities. Similarly, a lanyard hole in the
tang facilitates a string attachment to the using hand to prevent the knife from falling away.

Blade: Chukuri version is one of the most fascinating knives KHHI has produced. It is actually the combination or
experiment of two most common knives of Nepal, “Khukuri” and “Churi” and hence the name. The shape, style and
features show both the parental characters at its best. The spine of the Chukuri with sharp edge at the head section
reflects the character taken from a “Churi” and the front arch belly portion from a “Khukuri”. The combination of
beauty and the beast of two famous authentic knives in Nepal, have made this knife an exceptional experiment of
indisputable supremacy. It has high carbon steel as in all khukuris with a twist at the head portion as seen in the picture.
This curve is also made sharp and much more pointed at the tip for piercing and tearing apart through upward
movement. This blade is both a hacking and stabbing maniac. RAW black finishing is done for strength and power as
initial hardness is retained since the blade does not go through long machinery process of polishing/shinning where the
heat generated might take away its hardness.
Sheath: Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both
acrylic and PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is
completely water resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better
and also compatible to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time.
The Kydex sheath offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”.
It is made in such a way that it can be worn both – Horizontally and Vertically. Not only that, the carrying positions can
also be adjusted (Knot-bolt system) as required and as comfortably as possible from High to Low positions from the
waist level. The belt holder is completely detachable and can be fixed to anywhere within the Kydex panel for more
preferred position by the carrier/user in his body. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly. The
sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This sheath is
very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
Chukuri PRO @ KYDEX - this unusual yet striking shape with sharp edges on both sides backed up Comfy and
Secured handle and supported by a super Kydex sheath is a true masterpiece that can be an honest tool, a loyal friend or
an enemy’s nightmare - its the combination of indisputable supremacy.

Blade size: 10 inches approx.
Handle size: 4.75 inches approx. (wood portion)
Blade Thickness: 8 mm approx.
Weight: 650 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
High carbon steel, dual edge, ergonomic rosewood handle, integral finger guard, skull crusher and hammering pommel,
lanyard hole; dual carriage KYDEX Sheath

Forestman (SLEEK)
Its light yet effective weight makes it workable with less effort and its superb handle configuration makes it go for a
lifetime..











BLADE SIZE: 10 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 6mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 525 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 625 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 925 grams
FUNCTION: Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Outdoor, Regular work, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal released on 17th May 2013)
CATEGORY: Kydex-wal (Water-Proof)
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

Another important and valuable addition to the light series that is easy on the user which can be continuously used over
a prolong period of time very effortlessly. KHHI, in its vast product range, realizing a vacant for a light and sleek utility
kukri that is powered by strongest fixtures and soundest features that can be used as a main or back up knife invented
the “Forestman (SLEEK)” for all the outdoor and even indoor works that one would come across while out there. The
minimum yet effective weight of the kukri makes it workable with less effort and its superb handle configuration makes
it go for a lifetime. And now with the modern KYDEX sheath the knife has become even more practical, effective and
thus more value added.
Light weighed – for continuous prolong usage; Well polished blade – for easy maintenance (rust free); Full flat tang
wooden handle strongly secured by L-Key nut-bolts and epoxy – for a lifelong durability; Palm swells and comfortable
contours in handle– for easy and effective holding; Thick extended pointed tang – that can be used as a crusher; Kydex
sheath –for easier and quicker draw, will last a lifetime and even for watery conditions.
The Forestman (Sleek) is definitely one heck of a all-out all-purpose utility knife created to please a user and make the
creator (KHHI) proud.

Handle size: 5 inches approx.
Blade size: 10 inches approx
Blade Thickness: 6 mm approx
Weight: 525 gms approx. (blade + handle only)

*** (Note: The offered KYDEX sheath is available from 15th FEB 2015 onwards only) ***
Materials / Features:
Green KYDEX sheath, L-key Nut & Bolt FFT riveted wooden handle with Palm Swells, extended tang with lanyard
hole

KHHI Marshal (Water-Proof)
now with KYDEX sheath (water proof); the unique and extra-ordinary feature of this knife is the "Solid Rubber
Handle"; never done before..











BLADE SIZE: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 8.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 725 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1025 grams
FUNCTION: Hunting, Jungle Warfare, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 20th Jun 2006)
CATEGORY: Kydex-wal (Water-Proof)
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

The ever increasing demand for a better handle (grip) in a kukri led to the invention of this knife, a complete one of a
kind creation. It is the sheer outcome of hard work, determination and talent of KHHI’s diligent Kamis. Unlike any
other kukris in the world, the unique and the extra-ordinary feature of this knife is its “Solid Rubber Handle”. It is a
genuine effort of our Kamis to craft something very gripy, easy, soft and more effective than the regular wooden or
horn handles. The design is exclusively made to perfectly fit a user’s hand where the palm and fingers stays
comfortably around the rubber handle giving a 100% balance even in harsh and wet conditions. The “Rubberwal”
provides both cushion and caution to the user’s hand. As well, because of its superiority and dominance over other
kukris, an interesting name “Marshal” is given to denote the character of the great Marshal force.
The scabbard of this knife is redesigned and now made in army green color *KYDEX sheet to give a stunning look,
easy operation but more importantly, to make the whole knife a Water-Proof, all rounder- all terrain utility knife. The
beautiful green sheath brings durability and is compatible to various army and trekking wear and gears.
Because of its perfect size and great handle it is very useful in jungle warfare and other domestic plus outdoor
activities. The size also further makes it easier to carry around and performed jungle tactics effortlessly. It is not a
military demand however some new recruits prefer it because of its easy size, exceptionally effective grip and
compatible Kydex sheath
*Kydex Sheath::
Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both acrylic and
PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is completely water
resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better and also compatible
to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time.
The Kydex sheath offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”.
It is made in such a way that it can be worn both – Horizontally and Vertically. Not only that, the carrying positions can
also be adjusted (Knot-bolt system) as required and as comfortably as possible from High to Low positions from the
waist level. The belt holder is completely detachable and can be fixed to anywhere within the Kydex panel for more
preferred position by the carrier/user in his body. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly. The
sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This sheath is
very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
*** (Note: The offered KYDEX sheath is available from 7th Jan 2015 onwards only) ***

Materials / Features:
Green Kydex sheet, solid rubber handle, detachable belt loop

ParaCord PRO (Water-Proof KUKRI)
Its 100% water proof so why fear water if you can swim…

 BLADE SIZE: 8 inches approx.
 THICKNESS: 8mm approx.
 ACTUAL WEIGHT: 550 grams
 OVERALL WEIGHT: 650 grams
 SHIPPING WEIGHT: 900 grams
 FUNCTION: Domestic Use, Hunting, Indoor, Jungle Warfare, Military, Outdoor, Regular work, Stabbing,
Trekking, Fighting
 ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 10th Jan 2015)
 CATEGORY: Kydex-wal (Water-Proof)
 BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish
Its 100% water proof so why fear water if you can swim…
ParaCord PRO is the sheathed version of the default “ParaCord Khukuri” already offered by KHHI. The knife is
smartly sheathed by Kydex material that is made very effective, easy to operate and compatible to various wear and
gears and thus the name, “ParaCord PRO”. Its handy size with double edges backed up by the everlasting paracorded
handle and supported by a smartly done kydex sheath make the Khukuri knife a superior and a superb mini-sized utility
knife that will come useful for anybody, anytime, anywhere… and the best part of the knife is it can be used even in
watery terrains and conditions.
ParaCord Khukuri: KHHI for the first time in its history introduces a Paracord khukuri to establish its image as the best
khukuri maker and to give further versatility to its amazing product range. It has also been launched as a BUDGET
kukri for those who seek for a real deal – Real Steel @ Rare Price – where we believe buying should not be an issue
even for the strugglers. As per its name the full flat tang is wrapped by a paracord (made in USA, military standard)
using a special wrapping technique developed by KHHI. The paracord is securely wrapped in such a fashion that the
user feels very easy and safe to hold the knife. The shape, size, contours and design itself of the handle also make
holding safer, much easier and more effective. The sharp edge is honed to make it super sharp and strong using a

special manual honing technique where various grit sandpapers are used to accomplish the target (a technique
developed by KHHI to enhance it superior quality). The blade is only 8 inch long designated to make it handier and
unpolished to retain solid temper, and thus usefulness. The front back portion of the blade is well sharpened to use the
knife for stabbing and the blade is purposely made straighter to support this action.
Kydex Sheath: With this announcement we take this opportunity to introduce one of our latest additions, the “Kydex
Sheath”, which is added to our online catalog on request by our customers and well wishers, and also after good survey
by KHHI. A very high demand of Kydex sheath due to its superb quality and amazing benefits, we believe, will make
your khukuri/knife much more better, effective and a superior knife - a very worthy tool for you indeed.
Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both acrylic and
PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is completely water
resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better and also compatible
to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time. The Kydex sheath
offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”. It is made for a
vertical carriage. The belt holder is completely detachable. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly.
The sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This
sheath is very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
::NOTE:: “FrogLube” is professionally applied to the Khukuri to protect it from corrosion and rust. Froglube is a non
toxic, biodegradable gun cleaner, lubricant and protectant or CLP that protects metal from rusting. It is a specialized
lotion that penetrates deep into the micro pores of the metal and prevents elements from coming in contact with the
metal and thus corrosion. It is a USDA certified bio-based product which is even edible.

Blade size: 8 inches approx.
Handle size: 5 inches approx.
Blade Thickness: 7-8 mm approx.
Weight: 550 gms approx. (Blade+Handle)
Materials / Features:
EN-31 industrial steel, Dual edge, Paracord wrapped handle; Kydex Sheath, FrogLube lotion

Xtrema Militia (Combatant)
now with KYDEX sheath; targeted for foot soldiers in frontiers to serve military mission, operation, execution and even
exercises..











BLADE SIZE: 11 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 750 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 925 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1275 grams
FUNCTION: Combat, Hunting, Jungle Warfare, Indoor, Military, Outdoor, Regular work, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 6th Apr 2012)
CATEGORY: Kydex-wal (Water-Proof)
BLADE FINISHING: Unpolish

A modern day improved kukri knife designated for military personnel mobilized in various locations and in desperate
situations to accomplish their mission. Xtrema Militia is a new innovative and inspired knife introduced by KHHI
targeted for foot soldiers in frontiers to serve military mission, operation, execution and even exercises. The knife is
intended as a wearable utility gear for a soldier that can be used as an assault knife and as a defensive tool at the same
time. The knife is a cutter, slicer, hacker, stabber and a digger. Every detail in the knife is crafted in a creative and
combative way in order to assist the user efficiently; like the dual panel within a single blade designed for cutting,
slicing and digging – a built in steel guard to protect fingers all the time – a cylindrical full flat tang multiple riveted
horn handle having ridges for durability and much easier grip - a lanyard hole to facilitate a wrist cord – and a
compatible *KYDEX sheath that is very easy to carry and draw supported by a detachable frog.
Let The Enemy Fear.. hunt them down!!
*Kydex Sheath::
Kydex is a line of thermoplastic acrylic-polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material. It combines properties of both acrylic and
PVC therefore it obtains rigidity, formability, toughness, chemical resistance, good interior and is completely water

resistant. It is a perfect replacement of leather sheaths as it is lighter, cheaper, durable, holds better and also compatible
to various armies’ wears and kits. It is scratch resistant and holds its shape better at the same time.
The Kydex sheath offered here is made from imported Kydex sheet all the way from USA having a thickness of 0.06”.
It is made in such a way that it can be worn both – Horizontally and Vertically. Not only that, the carrying positions can
also be adjusted (Knot-bolt system) as required and as comfortably as possible from High to Low positions from the
waist level. The belt holder is completely detachable and can be fixed to anywhere within the Kydex panel for more
preferred position by the carrier/user in his body. The use of “D” ring also facilitates the carriage splendidly. The
sheath’s unique shape and its manufacturing technique make the knife very easy to draw in and draw out. This sheath is
very strong, safe and very easy to operate.
(The offered Kydex comes in BLACK and ARMY GREEN color. Please pick the one you prefer in
“Comment/Message” field/box while ordering online)
*** (Note: The offered KYDEX sheath is available from 1st Jan 2015 onwards only) ***

Handle size: 5.5 inches approx.

Materials / Features:
compatible KYDEX sheath, FFT 5 x rivets HORN easy-grip handle with lanyard hole, Dual panel blade having built in
guard, total unpolished finishing

